
PCAir Hose Reel & 
Yoke Assemblies 

PAGE has taken the PCAir hose reel and yoke to a new level with unequaled strength and design. The 
smooth, rounded corners do away with areas that can damage PCAir hoses or injure the operator.  
Made of the highest quality materials available and engineered for operators’ safety and comfort, 
the PAGE PCAir Hose Reel and Yoke Assemblies truly are the new standard in the GSE industry.  
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PCA200 Series Hose Reel Cart 
The PCA200 series PCAir Hose Reels are low profile and can 
stow 80’ of PAGE Lay Flat hose. Our design allows the operator 
to safely and quickly dispense or retract the hose to and from 
the passenger boarding bridge and the aircraft.  The PCA200 
minimizes the wear on the PCAir hose as the reel prevents the 
hose from being dragged on the tarmac, prolonging the life of 
the hose. The PCAir Hose Reel does away with the operator 
having to lift or roll the hose along the ground which can cause 
injuries. 

Available with or without the ABC adaptor for use as an exten-
sion reel.  Can be configured in the field, making the PCA200 
the most versatile hose cart reel available in the industry today! 

PCA400 Series PC Air Yoke Assemblies 

PAGE’s PCA400 series of Yoke Assemblies are designed to securely hold up to three PAGE PCAir hose 
reels by attaching them to the wheel bogie of the passenger boarding bridge. The Yoke Assembly al-
lows the PCAir hose reels to move with the bridge which minimizes clutter on the ramp and ensures your 
PCAir hoses are right where your operator needs them. 

The PCA400 Yoke Assembly utilizes metal tubes to allow for the most robust and long-lasting configura-
tion possible while minimizing any dangerous sharp angles that may damage the PCAir hose or harm an 
operator. This easy to install and safe to use high visibility Yoke Assembly is also manufactured to the 
highest standards to surpass the airport ramp’s harsh environment.     

“With its superior design and configuration flexibility, the PCA200 has no equal.” 

PAGE PCA440 single side mount yoke shown 
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